Latin is fun!

When you study Latin, you don’t just learn a foreign language; you learn a lot of other interesting things!

You will join a community of people in Ohio who love Latin. You will be part of OJCL (Ohio Junior Classical League). You can join activities such as conventions where students from different schools meet, wear togas (Roman costume), do school cheers, join contests in exams, arts, and giving speeches.
Let’s play a game and learn some Latin words!
Match the animal to its Latin name. Answers are at the bottom of the page.

1. A. Piscis
2. B. Equus
3. C. Avis
4. D. Serpens
5. E. Canis

Do you know what these Latin words mean? Draw your answers in the frames!

Matching Game Answers: 1-B, 2-E, 3-A, 4-C, 5-D

PICTURES FROM STATE CONVENTION!

Performing their school cheer
Wearing togas during the banquet

Matching Game Answers: 1-B, 2-E, 3-A, 4-C, 5-D